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ABSTRACT

Magnetic susceptibility measurements of Cs2NpC16,

[(c2H5)4N]2Npc16,and [(CHa)4N]2NpC16from 2.5 tO 70 K shO~

that the T8 ground level of the Npq+ ion is split by 5-10 cm-l

in the first two compounds because of distortions from octahedral

symmetry in these crystals. The re level in [(CH3)qN]ZNpClGis

not split, and the measurements agree well with first-order

theory for x = 0.39 and gJ = 0.60. The M6ssbauer spectra at

4.2 K of [(CH3)LtN]ZNpClGand [(CZH5)QN]ZNpClGare magnetically

split, with a small quadruple interaction. The spectrum of

[(CH~)qN]2NpClSshows

splitting that may be

degenerate ra level.

deviations from isotropic magnetic

caused by interactions within the

The M8ssbauer SpeCtrUm Of [(CzHS)qN]zNpCIG

is consistent with two nonequivalent Np4+ sites, The M~ssbauer

SpeCtrUm of CszNpCIG iS obscured by intermediate relaxation

effects.

* The information contained in this article was developed during
the course of work under Contract No. DE-AC09-765ROOO01with
the U.S. Department of Energy.
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INTRODUCTION

The neptunium ion in an octahedral field has been

studied extensively by optical spectral-4 and electron para-

magnetic reasonance.5’G The major interest is in the properties

of the ra quartet ground crystal field level that was identified

in earlier work.1-6 This paper reports additional information

obtained from low-temperaturemagnetic susceptibilitiesand

M6ssbauer spectra on Cs2NpC16, [(CH~)4N]2NpC16,and

[(c2H5)4N]2~pclG. The structures of these compounds are inferred

from their isostructuraluranium and plutonium analogues and

the infrared spectral studies.’

The Np4+ ion is located at the body center of an octahedron

of six Cl- ions in these three compounds. (TMA)2NpC16 [TMA

refers to (CH3)4N+]has a face-centered cubic cell (Oh) with

the Npq+ ion at a point of full cubic symmetry.a (TEA)zNpCIG

has an orthorhombic (D~d) cell that differs from (TMA)zNpClfjby

the greater space occupied by the (C2H5)4N+ cations.g CszNpCIG

has a trigonal cell (D3d),and the NpCl~- octahedron is slightly

elongated on one axis.8’10 The distortions in the structures

of CszNpCIG and (TEA)2NpClGmay be expected to cause a slight

Splitting of the rs quartet into rG and r7 doublets.2~3’7 The

splitting can be observed by magnetic measurements.
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EXPERIMENTAL

pOlyCryStalline SampleS Of RzNpCIG and RzThCIG were prepared

by an adaptation of the method of Ryan,ll and the identities of

the compounds were confirmed by X-ray powder patterns. Magnetic

susceptibilitieswere measured with a Foner-type vibrating sample

magnetometer in a field of 10 kOe over the temperature range of

2.5-70 K, as previously reported <n the study of PU4+ analogues.12

The Mbssbauer spectra of the R2NpClG compounds were taken at 4.2 K

with a constant-temperaturespectrometer and from 4.2 to 70 K

with a variable-temperaturespectrometer. The spectrum of

CszNpCIG at 2.5 K was also recorded. Details of the techniques

used for Mbssbauer spectra have been published.13

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Magnetic Susceptibilities

The inverse magnetic susceptibilitiesof CS2NPC16,

(TMA)2NpC16,and (TEA)ZNpCIGare shown graphically in Figs. 1-3.

The constants were obtained by fitting the data to the Curie-Weiss

expression x = C/(T+O) shown in Table 1. The data for CszNpCIG

and (TEA)zNpCIGexhibit two regions of Curie-Weiss behavior below

70 K; (TMA)zNpCIGfollows a Single Curie-Weiss laW from 2.5 to 66 K.

From group theory, a 1’8quartet must split into two Kramers doublets

in any symmetry lower than cubic. Thus, the shapes of the re-

ciprocal susceptibility curves for CszNpCIG and (TEA)zNpCIGare

consistent with each having a rg ground-level split by a small

distortion from octahedral symmetry about the Np4+ ion. The
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breaks in the curves correspond to splittings of 5-10 cm-l.

Additional evidence for splittings of this magnitude is found

in the optica13 and infrared spectra’ of CszNpCIG and (TEA)zNpCIG

and is expected from the noncubic crystal structures. In con-

trast to this behavior, the reciprocal susceptibility of

(T~)2NpC16 is linear down to 2.5 K, indicating that distortions

from octahedral symmetry are very .smallor absent; this observa-

tion is consistent with the cubic crystal structure of the

compound and with an Oh site symmetry of the Npk+ ion.

(T~)2NpC16 is inferred to have an unsplit T* ground level, from

the general similarity of the NpCl~- complex in the three com-

pounds.

The low-temperaturemagnetic properties of the ‘Ig/2 ground

state of Np4+ are determined by the crystal field. For an octa-

hedral field, the magnetic properties can be calculated from the

tables of Lea, Leask, and Wolf (LLW)l° and the analysis of the

magnetic properties of ra levels by Bleaney.15 The crystal field

Hamiltonian for cubic point symmetrylq is

ff= A4<rq>6(08+5*O~) + AG<rG>y(O!-21”0~)

where A4<r4>’andAG<r6> are the fourth- and sixth-order crystal

field parameters; 6 and y, the fourth- and sixth-order operator

equivalent factors; <rn>, expectation values for the 5f elec-

m
trons; and On, the equivalent tensor operators. LLW defines the

parameter x by
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F(4)BA4<r4>

%= F(6)YA,<rb>

where F(4) and F(6) are constant factors for the matrix elements

of the fourth- and sixth-order operators of each J state. The

parameter x specifies the ratio of the crystal field parameters,

and LLW tabulates eigenvectors for the J = ‘/2 state of the form

A= a11t9/z> + azlil/z> + a3\*7/2>

B= bllf5/z> + bzl~ /2>

t
where It /2> specifies the IJZ> vector and ai and bi depend upon

the value of x. For a particular value of x (Reference 15),

ueff = [(’/G)(A’+B’)]%g
J

Carrying out this calculation for values of x from O to 1 shows

that the square root

variation shows that

the magnetic moment.

assumed, peff ranges

factor varies only from 3.66 to 3.82. This

the value of x has only a

If the free-ion gJ value

from 2.7 to 2.8, compared

minor effect on

of 8/11 is

with the experimental

ValUe fc)r(T~)2Npc16 of 2.28 UB.

Edelstein, Kolbe, and Bray,bin their analysis of ESR spectra,

allowed gJ to vary to obtain best-fit values for gJ,which range

from 0.55 to 0.60. For this range of gJ, Peff is calculated to

be from 2.0 to 2.3 UB,which agrees well with the experimental

‘eff”

After a value for x is selected, the experimental value

of veff can be used to obtain gJ. Menzel and Gruber3 derived
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a value of x = 0.39 from optical studies. A magnetic study of

the PU4+ analogues12’ls found A4<r”> = 3.5 A6 <rG>, which

corresponds to x = 0.34 for the NpQ+ ion. (Since the crystal

field parameters are determined by the environment of the ion,

their variation between analogues Np4+ and Puq+ compounds should

be small.) If the value x = 0.39 is selected, then gJ is 0.60,

which agrees well with the value obtained from ESR data.s

Mossbauer Spectra

Mbssbauer SpeCtra Of Cs*NpCIG, (TMA)2NpClG,and (TEA)zNpCls,

at 4.2 K, are shown in Fig. 4. The three spectra are markedly

different from each other and are characteristic of their respec-

tive compounds, as determined by the reproducibility of the

spectra from multiple preparations of each compound. The dominant

features of the spectra (the spans of the hyperfine patterns and

the number of

splitting.17

ferromagnetic

lines) are characteristic of magnetic hyperfine

The magnetic splitting does not result from a

or antiferromagneticstate, since the susceptibility

data show that the compounds are paramagnetic at 4.2 K. Instead,

the observed splitting at 4.2 K is attributed to slow paramagnetic

relaxation rates. This phenomenon is well known in iron and rare

earth M~ssbauer spectrale and has been noted previously for other

neptunium compounds.19’20 The possibility of relaxation effects

is confirmed by spectra at higher temperatures where faster

relaxation rates are present. For each of the compounds, the

magnetic splitting disappears and is replaced by a broadened
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single line above 20 K. The very broad, unresolved spectrum of

CszNpCIG at 4.2 K is apparently due to an intermediate relaxation

rate. For GszNpCIIj,the spectrum at 2.5 K is practically identical

to that at 4.2 K.

The spectrum of (TMA)zNpCIGcan be interpreted as mag-

netically split, with a small quadruple interaction. The

Mbssbauer constants for this spectrum analyzed in this fashion

are & = -0.66 Cm/SeC,goPNHeff= 7.83 cm/sec,and~ eqQ = 0.091.

However, detailed examination of the spectrum shows deviations

from an isotropic magnetic-splittingpattern. The hyperfine

pattern expected for pure isotropic splitting17 is shown for

comparison at the top of Fig. 4. Neither the line spacings nor

the intenSitieS of the (TMA)2NpClGspectrum are consistent with

the isotropic splitting patterns, and the deviations cannot

be explained by quadruple splitting. Bleaney15 has shown

theoretically that anisotropic magnetic hyperfine splitting and

small quadruple interactions can be expected in a pure r8 level,

particularly when unequal magnetic field splitting occurs. Un-

equal splitting of the rs level in the magnetic field may be the

cause of the anomalies in the (TMA)zNpCIGspectrum.

The M6ssbauer spectrum of (TEA)zNpCIGis quite cOmplex, with

about twice the number of lines expected from a magnetically split

spectrum. The optical absorption spectrum2 at 4.2 K is inter-

preted as showing Np4+ ions in two nonequivelent sites. This

interpretation is consistent with the M6ssbauer spectrum,
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analyzed in terms of two superposed magnetically split spectra

with an appreciable quadruple contribution. The following

M~ssbauer constants give the most satisfactory fit to the spectrum:

for one site, & = 0.75 cm/see, gopNHeff = 5.78 cm/see, and

~ eqQ = 0.33 cm/see; for the other site, d = 0.71 cm/see,

‘ol’NHeff= 6.26 cm/see, and ~ eqQ = 0.27 cm/sec. As with

(TMA)2NpClG,the line SpaCingS and intensities are not consistent

with the isotropic splitting pattern assumed in the analysis and,

therefore, may be modified by a more detailed analysis. However,

the spectrum does confirm the presence of two Np4+ sites found

by optical spectroscopy.2
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TABLE 1. Magnetic Constants for RZNpCIG

Temperature a
Ueff

Compound Range (K) (emu~mole) O (K)a (UB)

cs~Npc16 2.5 - 8 0.40 0.65 1.80

6 - 45 0.66 5.1 2.30

45 - 75 1.18 40 3.07

95 - 303b 1.14 65 3.02

(TMA)2NpC16 2.5 - 65 0.643 0.25 2.28

(TEA)2Npc16 2.5 - 15 0.43 1.1 1.86

15 - 70 0.73 11 2.41

a. Xm=C/(T+O).

b. K. Bagnall and J. B. Laidler, J. Chem. Sot. A 1966~516
(recalculated).
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FIGURE 1. Inverse Magnetic Susceptibility of CSZNpCIG
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FIGURE 3. Inverse Magnetic Susceptibility of (TEA)2NpClG
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